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He's everything she despises–a babe magnet with more
notches on his belt than a millipede has legs.
It is 1867 and young English immigrants Ethan and Amy
Melville find themselves shipwrecked on the remote and
desolate coast of New Zealand. Fearful that their mother
has drowned, they decided to search for their father who
is somewhere in the South Island. Danger is everywhere:
settlers and local Maori are fighting over land, and
lawlessness abounds. Totally unprepared for life in the
wild, Ethan and Amy team up with two young strangers.
But can they trust Meg, a petty thief, or Tama, an escaped
Maori slave? Pinned to Amy's clothing is the only thing
of value the Melville family have left - a beautiful diamond
brooch. But Amy's brooch has not gone unnoticed - and
some people will do anything to get their hands on the
treasure. A riveting drama about an unlikely band of
young people thrown together during the chaos of the
New Zealand Wars.
By New York Times bestseller Sarah Mayberry and USA
Today bestseller Sarina Bowen The first time I lay eyes
on Callan Walker, I know he’ll be trouble. With his smug
grin, hot Aussie accent and thousand dollar shoes, he’s
just the kind of rich guy who always gets what he wants.
And he wants two things: a night of sin, and my
cooperation as he outmaneuvers his powerful mother to
take control of his uncle’s estate. I can’t afford either
one. I’m the only thing standing between my little sister
and the foster care system. He may have money and
charm on his side, but I have something even more
powerful — pure desperation. This temp job at his
mother’s company can become a full time job for me. It
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has to. But when Callan’s eyes rake over my body,
sometimes I forget my obligations. His piercing gaze
finds the fun, optimistic girl I used to be and not the tired
person I’ve become. And it works—if only for a moment.
Our night together was a mistake. I can't afford to get
sucked into his high-powered family’s treachery. But the
closer I get to Callan, the more layers I find beneath
those expensive clothes. Though I can’t forget this is
temporary. He’s temporary. I have too much to lose. Too
bad my foolish heart didn’t get the memo... **** Perfect
for fans of: billionaire romance, Carly Phillips, Vi
Keeland, Penelope Ward, Meghan March, Elle Kennedy,
Kendall Ryan, and Lauren Blakely.
When reality is hotter than fantasy Millions of women
drool over soap star Mac Harrison. And scriptwriter
Grace Wellington is no different – the hottie headlines in
all her wildest fantasies. She keeps him firmly in his
place there, however, because her days have no room for
such ego–driven men. But when she and Mac are thrown
together on a project, fantasy becomes blissful reality!
All of her secret, naughty desires come to life under his
sizzling ministrations. Will this be one affair to remember
– and to let go of when it's over?
Something more than friendship Being a single dad was
never on Michael Young's agenda. Yet with the sudden
loss of his wife, that's exactly the role he has. On his best
days, he thinks he can handle it. On his worst… Luckily,
family friend Angie Bartlett has his back, easily stepping
in to help out. Lately, though, something has changed.
Michael is noticing exactly how gorgeous Angie is, and
how single she is. She's constantly in his thoughts and
he feels an attraction he never expected. Does he dare
disrupt the very good thing they have going? If they have
a fling that goes nowhere, he stands to lose everything—
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including her. But if they make it work, he stands to gain
everything!
Suddenly You
Sweetheart
Without Words
The Things We Leave Unfinished
More Than One Night
With a client list hotter than the Zubran
desert, wedding planner Avery Scott shouldn't
be surprised that her latest client is Crown
Prince Malik of Zubran—the man who once lit
her body on fire…before steamrollering over
her heart. Determined to ignore Malik's
lethal charm, Avery makes a very personal notto-do list: 1. Not being Malik's intended,
our relationship must remain 100 percent
professional. 2. His arranged bride might
have run away, but I mustn't distract him—for
the kings of Zubran, duty always comes first.
3. However luxurious the Bedouin tent—and
smoldering the tension—pride dictates the
touch I crave stays strictly forbidden.
Greek hotel magnate Chrysander Anetakis's
former mistress was pregnant? And had
amnesia? That meant Marley Jameson didn't
remember betraying him by selling company
secrets. Or that he'd thrown her out of his
life. So he told her a little white lie: they
were engaged. Then he swept her away to his
Greek island to await the birth of his baby
and enjoy her sudden devotion…before tossing
her out. But he didn't count on Marley
regaining her memory so soon.
The Best Laid Plans by Sarah Mayberry
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Corporate lawyer Alexandra Knight keeps her
busy life in order with strict boundaries.
But lately that's changed. Is it due to her
out of control biological clock that is
ignoring her single status? Or is it sexy
colleague Ethan Stone and his outrageous
proposition?. Ethans's solution to her
dilemma – he'll be her baby daddy. They are
really attracted to each other,but crossing
the line from co–worker to co–parent with
Ethan could ruin all other men for Alex.
THE ART OF FALLING IN LOVE RUST CREEK
RAMBLINGS Fellow Ramblers, have you heard
that Jonah Dalton is back in town? The sexy,
citified architect hasn't been seen round
these parts since…well, we won't get into all
that. Let's just say love has not been kind
to our Jonah. But our sources whisper he's
recently been painting the town red with
spirited artist Vanessa Brent. She's been
methodically working her way through her
bucket list—and taking Jonah along for the
ride. You'd never guess that Vanessa's lust
for life is masking her own heartbreaking
secret. Can our hardworking maverick be the
one to finally make her whole? Readers, we
will let you draw your own conclusions—but we
think this romance is a masterpiece in the
making!
After a wildfire broke out, Tori buried
herself in her work as a wild animal
veterinarian. Until her friend dragged her
out to participate in a speed-dating event
where she met Jake, a rich and handsome
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doctor. At first his personality was offputting, but after running into him again and
spending more time with him, his true
charming personality begins to show. Despite
putting up a wall around her heart, Tori
can’t help but desire Jake’s love. But their
worlds are just too different for them to be
together?Jake, too, has personal struggles
he’s going through. Tori decides she wants a
night to remember him by, so she gives in to
her emotions and rushes into his embrace. But
can Tori really let Jake go after spending
the night with him?
Below the Belt
The World of True North
The Trouble with Christmas
Irresistible Cowboy
Doing Ireland!
Using sources from a wide variety of print and digital
media, this book discusses the need for ample and
healthy portrayals of disability and neurodiversity in the
media, as the primary way that most people learn about
conditions. It contains 13 newly written chapters drawing
on representations of disability in popular culture from
film, television, and print media in both the Global North
and the Global South, including the United States,
Canada, India, and Kenya. Although disability is often
framed using a limited range of stereotypical tropes such
as victims, supercrips, or suffering patients, this book
shows how disability and neurodiversity are making their
way into more mainstream media productions and
publications with movies, television shows, and books
featuring prominent and even lead characters with
disabilities or neurodiversity. Disability Representation in
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Film, TV, and Print Media will be of interest to all scholars
and students of disability studies, cultural studies, film
studies, gender studies, and sociology more broadly.
Who does that sexy silver fox think he is, sitting in her
spot in the Busy Bean Cafe? Over forty, with zero filter,
Rita Kaplan loves her coffee, her hiking boots, and her
law practice. Life hasn’t always been carefree, though,
and Rita’s past holds the scars of poor decisions after
deep loss. She survived, though, and no smirky silver fox
is going to get in the way of her happiness. Even if he
knows how to use his drill, screwdriver, and every other
tool in his box to tempt her . . . Former arson investigator
Jake Drummond could add ex-con to his resume if he
had one. Instead, he’s serving the final year of his
sentence on probation. This involves mandatory AA
meetings, hosted by a feisty local attorney, and working
on a renovation project, supervised by the same
annoyingly attractive whirlwind, who also believes she
owns the exclusive rights to a comfy couch in his new
favorite coffee shop. Soon she’s everywhere, including
the few places she shouldn’t be--like in his bed and in his
heart. Can opposites lower their walls and construct
something everlasting . . . or will their connected past
lead to demolition for two hearts in need of a rebuild? ***
Studfinder is a stand-alone novel in the Busy Bean series
of Sarina Bowen's World of True North! Stop in for coffee
and romance. Java isn't the only thing brewing around
here... *** For fans of: Sarina Bowen, True North, Emily
Henry, Marie Force, Piper Rayne, Kendall Ryan, Amanda
Siegrist, Devney Perry, Carrie Ann Ryan, Rebecca Yarros,
Chelle Bliss, Sarah Mayberry, L.B. Dunbar, J.H. Croix,
Rebecca Norrine, Lisa Hughey, Erin Wright, BJ Daniels,
Kate Pearce, Cora Seton, Vivian Arend, JH Croix, Jennifer
Ryan, Diana Palmer, Elle James, Corinne Michaels, Kelly
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Hunter, Amy Andrews, Lori Wild, Sinclair Jayne, Jeannie
Watt, Kristen Callihan, Jane Porter. Search terms: Busy
Bean, True North World, World of True North, forbidden
romance, contemporary romance, Vermont romance,
Sarina Bowen's World of True North, coffee shop
romance.
"Fifty Shades of Grey meets Fight Club."-RT Book
Reviews on Against the Ropes Ray wraps his arms
around me and holds me tight as if something terrible
has happened and he doesn't want to let me go. Full
Contact. This is how Ray speaks when his emotions
overwhelm him. I melt into his stillness. His body is hot
and hard, his breath warm on my neck. He smells of
leather and sweat, sex and sin. Nothing can tear me
away. When you can't resist the one person who could
destroy you... Sia O'Donnell can't help but push the
limits. She secretly attends every underground MMA fight
featuring The Predator, the undisputed champion. When
he stalks his prey in the ring, Sia is mesmerized. He is
dominant and dangerous and every instinct tells her to
run. Every beautiful thing Ray "The Predator" touches he
knows he'll eventually destroy. Soft, sweet and innocent,
Sia is the light to Ray's darkness-and completely
irresistible. From the moment he lays eyes on her, he
knows he's going to have to put his dark past behind him
to win her body and soul. Redemption Series Against the
Ropes In Your Corner Full Contact Praise for Sarah
Castille's Redemption series: "Smart, sharp, sizzling and
deliciously sexy."-Alison Kent, bestselling author of
Unbreakable "Powerful. Gritty. And sexy beyond belief.
Sarah is a true master!"-Opal Carew, New York Times
bestselling author of His to Claim
Millions of women drool over soap star Mac Harrison.
And scriptwriter Grace Wellington is no different--the
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hottie headlines all her wildest fantasies. She keeps him
firmly in his place there, however, because her days have
no room for such ego-driven men. But when she and Mac
are thrown together on a project, fantasy becomes
blissful reality! All of her secret, naughty desires come to
life under his sizzling ministrations. This is one affair to
remember--and to let go of when it's over. Too bad Mac
doesn't agree. He wants to move things from just sex to
true commitment. Worse, he has all the right moves to
convince her real life is much better....
One of Bustle's Most Anticipated Fall Releases Debut
author Sarah Smith nails this fun and sexy rom-com
where two office foes hammer out their differences to
build a love that will last.... Emmie Echavarre is a
professional faker. She has to be to survive as one of the
few female employees at Nuts & Bolts, a power tool
company staffed predominantly by gruff, burly men.
From nine to five, Monday through Friday, she's tough as
nails--the complete opposite of her easy-going real self.
One thing she doesn't have to fake? Her disdain for
coworker Tate Rasmussen. Tate has been hostile to her
since the day they met. Emmie's friendly greetings and
repeated attempts to get to know him failed to garner
anything more than scowls and terse one-word answers.
Too bad she can't stop staring at his Thor-like biceps...
When Emmie and Tate are forced to work together on a
charity construction project, things get...heated. Emmie's
beginning to see that beneath Tate's chiseled exterior
lies a soft heart, but it will take more than a few kind
words to erase the past and convince her that what they
have is real.
The Last-Chance Maverick
Simmer Down
Woman in a Sheikh's World
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Mills & Boon Comics
The Other Side of Us

Twelve years ago Zoe Ford let Liam Masters
break her heart. But now? There's not a
chance. Zoe is as tough and wild as they
come. So when Liam shows up at her tattoo
parlor, she's more than ready to take him on
again. That's not going to be a hardship,
since he's hotter than he ever was. This time
she's staying in charge. And she's not going
to consider their score settled until he's hot,
bothered and begging for more! Then she'll
move on as callously as he left her. Unless all
that deliciously bad sex is just too good to
give up....
The most beautiful man I've ever seen is the
one who can ruin everything... The first time I
lay eyes on Callan Walker, I know he'll be
trouble. With his smug grin, hot Aussie
accent and thousand dollar shoes, he's just
the kind of rich guy who always gets what he
wants. And he wants two things: a night of
sin, and my cooperation as he outmaneuvers
his powerful mother to take control of his
uncle's estate. I can't afford either one. I'm
the only thing standing between my little
sister and the foster care system. He may
have money and charm on his side, but I have
something even more powerful -- pure
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desperation. This temp job at his mother's
company can become a full time job for me. It
has to. But when Callan's eyes rake over my
body, sometimes I forget my obligations. His
piercing gaze finds the fun, optimistic girl I
used to be and not the tired person I've
become. And it works--if only for a moment.
Our night together was a mistake. I can't
afford to get sucked into his high-powered
family's treachery. But the closer I get to
Callan, the more layers I find beneath those
expensive clothes. Though I can't forget this
is temporary. He's temporary. I have too
much to lose. Too bad my foolish heart didn't
get the memo...
Burning Up Sarah Mayberry Spending a
month as a personal chef for an overly
indulged and mouth–watering man? Sophie
Gallagher is so up for the challenge. She's
immune to charm... or so she thinks. Because
when screen star Lucas Grant turns up the
temptation, she discovers he's earned the
name hottest man alive. Sophie is fun,
vivacious and couldn't be farther from
Lucas's usual bimbo bombshell type. But as
sizzling as they are between the sheets, once
his hiatus is over, the credits will roll on this
fling. Saying goodbye, however, isn't as easy
as he thought.
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Within ReachHarlequin
To outfit his new gym, trainer Cooper
Fitzgerald is looking for fresh boxing talent.
Male boxing talent, that is. So what on earth
is he thinking by taking on Jamie Sawyer?
She's stubborn, difficult, aggressive–and far
too hot for the kind of close contact training
requires. But her skill in the ring is turning
his professional head. Too bad his isn't the
only head that's turning. Jamie and her
skimpy little shorts have all the guys
forgetting the power she packs in a punch.
And when Jamie offers Cooper her irresistible
body–no strings attached–he's down for the
count. But can Cooper keep the line between
trainer and sex buddy...or is he setting
himself up for another knockout?
Within Reach
Can't Get Enough (Mills & Boon Blaze)
DATING THE MILLIONAIRE DOCTOR
Cattle Baron: Nanny Needed
The Lost Children
A PopSugar Must-Read for October! In this fingerlicking good rom-com, two is the perfect number of
cooks in the kitchen. Nikki DiMarco knew life
wouldn’t be all sunshine and coconuts when she quit
her dream job to help her mom serve up
mouthwatering Filipino dishes to hungry beach
goers, but she didn’t expect the Maui food truck
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scene to be so eat-or-be-eaten—or the competition to
be so smoking hot. But Tiva’s Filipina Kusina has
faced bigger road bumps than the arrival of Callum
James. Nikki doesn’t care how delectable the British
food truck owner is—he rudely set up shop next to her
coveted beach parking spot. He’s stealing her
customers and fanning the flames of a public feud
that makes her see sparks. The solution? Let the
upcoming Maui Food Festival decide their fate.
Winner keeps the spot. Loser pounds sand. But the
longer their rivalry simmers, the more Nikki starts to
see a different side of Callum…a sweet, protective
side. Is she brave enough to call a truce? Or will
trusting Callum with her heart mean jumping from
the frying pan into the fire?
He’s used to risking it all in the ring, but nothing
prepared him for love… After flying half-way around
the world to surprise her boyfriend, Evie Forrester
finds herself heartbroken and stranded in a strange
city. What could be a total disaster becomes
something else when a tall, dark bull rider turns out
to be a white knight in disguise. Evie isn’t sure she
needs saving, but Tanner Harding is a difficult man
to deny. He’s even harder to resist… Tanner Harding
can tame a monster bull with ease, but he never
expected to be floored by someone like Evie. Sparks
fly between them until injury threatens to end
Tanner’s career –and suddenly he’s the one in need
of a rescue. Evie can’t turn her back on her
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wounded hero and, as Tanner struggles with his
recovery, she’s not sure she can guard her heart
against him either. Tanner knows Evie has slipped
under his skin, but she lives in Australia and his
future is under a cloud. Can two people with too
many reasons to walk away make the bold decision
to stay?
An unexpected summer fling could turn out to be the
best decision she’s ever made! After her father loses
the family fortune in an insider-trading scheme,
single mom Parker Welles is faced with some hard
decisions. First order of business: go to Gideon’s
Cove, Maine, to sell the only thing she now owns—a
decrepit house in need of some serious flipping.
When her father’s wingman, James Cahill, asks to
go with her, she’s not thrilled…even if he is fairly
gorgeous and knows his way around a toolbox.
Second on Parker’s list: find a nice man to have a nostrings-attached summer fling with…if that’s even
possible in a small town. Having to fend for herself
financially for the first time in her life, Parker signs on
as a florist’s assistant and starts to find out who she
really is. Maybe James isn’t the boring lawyer she
always thought he was. And maybe the house isn’t
the only thing that needs a little TLC. Previously
published.
It's a media scandal! Flame-haired beauty Amber
Wyatt has gate-crashed her ex-fiancé's glamorous
society wedding! Groomsman Cal McFarlane knows
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she's trouble, but when Amber loses her job, the
rugged cattle rancher comes to the rescue. He
needs a nanny, and if it makes his baby nephew
happy, he's willing to play with fire….
"Delancey Stewart's Without Words had me by the
heart from the first chapter.” -Mary, USA Today
Happy Ever After After an accident in the line of
duty, firefighter Roberto DeRosa’s life is turned
upside down. His career fighting fires is over, and
he’s left with an uncertain future and an injury that
makes communicating difficult for him. The only time
words flow easily is when they’re lyrics and he has a
guitar in his hands. Talking to women is definitely
out, especially if they have bright blue eyes that
seem to see right into his soul. Dani Hodge is on the
brink of realizing her dream of opening a small
combination wine and book store in San Diego’s
funky Ocean Beach neighborhood. But before she
can open the doors, there’s work to be done, more
work than she can do herself. When the tattooed guy
who completely ignored her at a bar walks by and
offers her a hand wrangling a tile saw, Dani can’t
afford to say no—and why would she say no to Mr.
Strong and Silent when his stare conveys more than
words could? Each book in the Under the Pier series
is STANDALONE: * Without Words * Without
Promises
Full Contact
Below The Belt
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Quinn's Woman
All Over You
Burning Up
Jake Stevens – star reporter and celebrated literary
genius – has an attitude... Then during a working trip,
his relationship with Poppy goes from antagonistic to
hedonistic! And suddenly Poppy can’t think of anything
more delicious than having a secret fling with Jake.
She would not be vulnerable again… D. J. Monroe had to
be at the very top of her game. It was her job and her life
to teach people how to defend themselves. How could
she protect others if she wasn't the best trained, the most
skilled fighter? How could she protect herself? So when
military expert Quinn Reynolds defeated her, she vowed
to give him whatever he wanted in exchange for his
instruction. And yet he wanted the one thing D.J. wasn't
prepared to give—herself. He asked too many questions.
Made her feel too much. He recognized too many of her
defenses. Then one by one, he broke them all down…and
promised to be there to pick up the pieces.
I hate Valentine’s Day for one reason and one reason
only: Wes Paulsen. He came into my life like a wrecking
ball one year ago today. After an incredible night
together, we were inseparable for months. I’d never
been happier in a relationship—neither had he. We were
just starting to build a life together when everything
changed... Turns out Wes was hiding things from
me—big things. I wanted to work through it, but he
walked out, never giving me—never giving us a chance. I
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didn’t know how I’d be able to get over him, but I threw
myself into my art. After months of working nonstop to
escape the memories of Wes, my career’s finally taking
off and what do you know—Wes walked back into my life.
Once again on Valentine’s Day. One year to the day that
we met. I’ve spent six months hardening my heart. It
should be easy to reject him, to tell him I’ve moved on.
But he’s doing everything—and more—to win me back.
He’s being the boyfriend I’ve always wanted. It’ll take
everything in me to resist him—I’m not even sure if I
can. But I’ll sure as hell try.
Will it be friendship or romance? What's a girl to do
when she's secretly in love with a friend and he's
married to someone else? She gets over it. That's what
Amy Parker has done. Rather than lose her best bud
Quinn Whitfield with an ill-timed, crazy confession of
affection, she's taken the smart route. She's eased away
from him. Just enough to get past the unrequited bits.
And you know, it's working. Until the day Quinn
announces he's now single. That's right. He's single.
And he wants to hang out. With her. Get reconnected the
way they used to be. Oh, this is so not good for Amy's
equilibrium. Daily doses of Quinn remind her of
everything she loves about him. But if he's free…and
she's free…well, maybe the time has come for one of
those crazy confessions.
She thought she would be safe far away in Kentucky…
McKenna Mason’s perfect life in New York City has just
been destroyed. She is now a witness to a horrific crime
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involving some of America’s most influential men. She
knows she must get away and can think of only one
outsider that might help her—Will Ashton. The flame of
their brief romance during their teenage years never
completely died out, and now it is about to explode.
Trouble at every turn, a feisty horse that refuses to race
without a good luck kiss, and three old ladies hell-bent
on playing match-maker turn this newly rekindled
romance into a wild race to the finish. Can Will and
McKenna cross the finish line together, and more
importantly, alive? This is the first book in Kathleen
Brooks's breakout Bluegrass and Bluegrass Brothers
Series.
If You Never Come Back
Somebody to Love
Bluegrass State of Mind
Her Secret Fling (Mills & Boon Blaze)
The Tycoon's Pregnant Mistress

Told in alternating timelines, THE THINGS WE LEAVE
UNFINISHED examines the risks we take for love, the
scars too deep to heal, and the endings we can’t bring
ourselves to see coming. Twenty-eight-year-old Georgia
Stanton has to start over after she gave up almost
everything in a brutal divorce—the New York house, the
friends, and her pride. Now back home at her late greatgrandmother’s estate in Colorado, she finds herself faceto-face with Noah Harrison, the bestselling author of a
million books where the cover is always people nearly
kissing. He’s just as arrogant in person as in interviews,
and she’ll be damned ifPage
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stories thinks he’s the one to finish her grandmother’s
final novel...even if the publisher swears he’s the perfect
fit. Noah is at the pinnacle of his career. With book and
movie deals galore, there isn’t much the “golden boy” of
modern fiction hasn’t accomplished. But he can’t walk
away from what might be the best book of the
century—the one his idol, Scarlett Stanton, left
unfinished. Coming up with a fitting ending for the
legendary author is one thing, but dealing with her
beautiful, stubborn, cynical great-granddaughter,
Georgia, is quite another. But as they read Scarlett’s
words in both the manuscript and her box of letters, they
start to realize why Scarlett never finished the book—it’s
based on her real-life romance with a World War II pilot,
and the ending isn’t a happy one. Georgia knows all too
well that love never works out, and while the chemistry
and connection between her and Noah is undeniable,
she’s as determined as ever to learn from her greatgrandmother’s mistakes—even if it means destroying
Noah’s career.
"[W]ill generate holiday spirit in even the most Scroogelike reader.” Kirkus Review, Starred Review All Suzanne
St. Michelle wants is an over-the-top, eggnog-induced
holiday with her best friend in Credence, Colorado. But
when her hoity-toity parents insist she come home for
Christmas in New York, she blurts out that her sexy
landlord is actually her boyfriend and she can’t leave
him—Joshy loves Christmas. The more twinkle lights the
better. Rancher Joshua Grady does not love Christmas.
Or company, or chatty women. Unfortunately for him, the
chattiest woman ever has rented the cottage on his
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ranch, invited her rich, art-scene parents, and now insists
he play “fake rancher boyfriend” in a production of the
Hokiest Christmas Ever. And somehow...she gets him to
agree. Apparently, he’ll do anything to get his quiet life
back. At least there’s mistletoe every two feet—and
kissing Suzy is surprisingly easy. But in the midst of
acres of tinsel, far too many tacky Christmas sweaters,
and a tree that can be seen from space, he’s starting to
want what he lost when he was a kid—a family. Too bad
it’s with a woman heading back to New York before the
ball drops... Each book in the Credence, Colorado series
is STANDALONE: * Nothing But Trouble * The Trouble
with Christmas * Asking for Trouble
To outfit his new gym, trainer Cooper Fitzgerald is
looking for fresh boxing talent. Male boxing talent, that is.
So what on earth is he thinking by taking on Jamie
Sawyer? She's stubborn, difficult, aggressive--and far
too hot for the kind of close contact training requires. But
her skill in the ring is turning his professional head. Too
bad his isn't the only head that's turning. Jamie and her
skimpy little shorts have all the guys forgetting the power
she packs in a punch. And when Jamie offers Cooper
her irresistible body--no strings attached--he's down for
the count. But can Cooper keep the line between trainer
and sex buddy...or is he setting himself up for another
knockout?
The complete Montana Born Brides series Available for
the first time! All nine stories of The Montana Born Brides
series, The Great Wedding Giveaway, brought to you by
NY Times, USA Today and national bestselling authors!
When a few of Marietta's long standing bachelors start
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walking down the aisle they vowed to avoid, the town's
residents are speculating there must be something
magical in the water. Be our wedding guest during The
Great Wedding Giveaway as these chiseled, brooding
cowboys, sexy business owners, and local bad boys
return to town to prove a point and say "I do" to the
women of their dreams. Titles included: What a Bride
Wants by Kelly Hunter Second Chance Bride by Trish
Morey Almost a Bride by Sarah Mayberry The Cowboy's
Reluctant Bride by Katherine Garbera The Unexpected
Bride by Joanne Walsh A Game of Brides by Megan
Crane The Substitute Bride by Kathleen O'Brien Last
Year's Bride by Anne McAllister Make-Believe Wedding
by Sarah Mayberry
The definition of a happy man? The guy who knows
exactly what he wants and has it. That's Harry Porter.
He's got the perfect job, the best buddies and no
commitments beyond the next good time. It's the ideal
life. Then he stops to help Pippa White when she's
stranded by the side of the road. He's known—and
liked—her for a while, but as the ex of a friend, she's
entirely off-limits. And as fun as the banter with her is,
Harry knows single moms are out of his league. So why
all the excuses to see Pippa again⋯and again? And why
can't he stop thinking about her? But most puzzling of all
is how Harry suddenly wants to swap a night with the
boys for one with only Pippa!
Her Best Friend
Faker
She's Got It Bad
Disability Representation in Film, TV, and Print Media
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After flying half-way around the world to surprise
her boyfriend, Evie Forrester finds herself
heartbroken and stranded in a strange city. What
could be a total disaster becomes something
else when a tall, dark bull rider turns out to be a
white knight in disguise. Evie isn't sure she
needs saving, but Tanner Harding is a difficult
man to deny. He's even harder to resist? Tanner
Harding can tame a monster bull with ease, but
he never expected to be floored by someone like
Evie. Sparks fly between them until injury
threatens to end Tanner's career--and suddenly
he's the one in need of a rescue. Evie can't turn
her back on her wounded hero and, as Tanner
struggles with his recovery, she's not sure she
can guard her heart against him either. Tanner
knows Evie has slipped under his skin, but she
lives in Australia and his future is under a cloud.
Can two people with too many reasons to walk
away make the bold decision to stay?
A new meaning for office politics Audrey
Mathews has worked hard to get here. Now she's
up for a promotion and nothing will stand in her
way—including Zach Black. He's hot, smart and
the competition. When they're assigned to the
same project, she's shocked at how much she
actually likes about him…and how much she
misjudged him. Before long Audrey is seriously
falling for Zach—and indulging in an affair that's
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against company policy. And the stakes rise
when it's clear only one of them can get ahead.
So where do they draw the line between
competition and love? Especially when she
doesn't want to lose either the promotion or the
guy….
"The best thing between Oliver Barrett and
Mackenzie Williams is a fence. Ever since
Oliver's new-neighbor gestures were met with
unfriendly responses, he's decided to keep his
distance. After all, he's in this seaside town to
get his life on track again. That doesn't include
working hard to get on Mackenzie's good
side--no matter how intriguing she may be. His
intentions are put to the test, however, when his
dog becomes infatuated with hers. The two
crafty canines do their best to break down the
barriers between the properties. And where the
dogs go ... well, the humans must follow! It
doesn't take long for a powerful attraction to
build between Oliver and Mackenzie. They soon
discover that the worst of first impressions can
lead to the best possible outcomes."--P [4] of
cover.
From bed to baby to…bliss? A chance encounter.
A steamy night together. That's all Rhys Walker
signs on for when Charlotte "Charlie" Long
sashays across his path. Sure, maybe he
catches a glimpse of forever in her eyes. But the
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brush-off note the gorgeous brunette leaves the
next morning says it all, doesn't it? Time to move
on. Rhys never expects that moving on actually
means reconnecting with Charlie. Or that her big
news changes everything. Becoming a father
now, under these circumstances, never factored
into his plans. Yet he's not as upset as he
thought. Because now he has the opportunity to
explore that glimpse of forever…and turn it into
reality.
A spring that inspires instant lust? There's no
chance sensible Claire O'Connor believes some
Druid springwater can make a man fall in love
with the woman who offers him a drink. So why
is she leaving Chicago for a craggy island off the
coast of Ireland? Is she so desperate to win back
her ex she'll travel the globe chasing a mere
rumor? But when she meets sexy innkeeper Will
Donovan, Claire realizes the island has a magic
all its own. Because she's suddenly tempted to
abandon her old life…and spend the next few
months indulging in all the sensual delights the
sexy Irishman has to offer. But is it her libido
talking—or did Will slip her some local elixir?
Because two can play that game….
Her Favorite Rival
Temporary
Studfinder
Tanner
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The Great Wedding Giveaway
The first Busy Bean novel is an achy breaky
romance with a terrific hero and gorgeous
writing! - Sarina Bowen I just wanted to get
my hands on his beans Four years ago, I had
a ridiculous crush on my sister's boyfriend.
But when they moved away together, I put
Beck out of my mind and my heart. But now
he's back, and roasting the best coffee in
Vermont. I need to convince him to supply
the Busy Bean. And I need more of those
kisses we accidentally shared outside the
coffee shop. He still makes my heart race
faster than a triple shot of espresso. She
should be off limits, but instead she's
pushing mine Her sister burned my life to the
ground, so Haley Elliot is the last woman I
should bring into my bed. Although our
business relationship is giving way to
something more than a fine grind. Neither of
us can help ourselves. And what’s worse, I
think I’m falling for her. But it’s a small town,
and ours is a big secret. And when her sister
blows back into town, suddenly the coffee
isn’t the only thing brewing... *** Sweetheart
is a stand-alone novel in the Busy Bean series
of Sarina Bowen's World of True North! Stop
in for coffee and romance. Java isn't the only
thing brewing around here... *** For fans of:
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Sarina Bowen, True North, Erin Wright, BJ
Daniels, Kate Pearce, Cora Seton, Vivian
Arend, JH Croix, Jennifer Ryan, Diana Palmer,
Elle James, Corinne Michaels, Kelly Hunter,
Amy Andrews, Lori Wild, Sinclair Jayne,
Jeannie Watt, Kristen Callihan, Jane Porter.
Search terms: Busy Bean, True North World,
World of True North, forbidden romance,
contemporary romance, Vermont romance,
Sarina Bowen's World of True North, coffee
shop romance.
The Best Laid Plans
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